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SStep 1tep 1 .. Calculate potential for improved performance in dollars.
The Bank calculated that new economy loans should increase 218% and generate
an additional $5,000,000 in profits.  A front-end analysis identified lack of skills and
knowledge as the central cause of current underachievement.  Other factors: lack
of marketing/presentation materials, policies, incentives, procedures and support
systems.

Return on Investment (ROI) in TReturn on Investment (ROI) in Training Modelraining Model
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SStep 2.tep 2. Calculate the estimated training costs.
The adopted strategy called for a three-stage roll out.  The total estimated costs
came to $989,285.

SStep 3tep 3 .. Calculate the worth analysis.  
Based on the prior steps:
Estimated value = $5,000,000
Estimated costs = $   989,285
Worth = $5,000,000 =  5.0

$   989,285
Estimated ROI =  $5,000,000

SStep 4tep 4 .. Train.
Overall, training occurred as planned.  Unforeseen events decreased
effectiveness.  These included:

• Lack of perceived importance by account managers; timelines and expectations 
not clearly defined; no incentives to participate in training.

• Many account managers promoted or transferred.  
• 38% turnover in loan personnel.
• Pressure of quota deadlines.
• Did not account for varied experience and skill levels.

SStep 5tep 5 .. Calculate the true cost of training.
The project team carefully tracked all costs. 
Total $973,740

SStep 6tep 6 .. Calculate organizational return on investment.
The Bank maintained careful records of new economy loan volumes and profits.
Tracked account managers increased their volume of new economy  loans
14.69%. Subtracting cost from profits, net ROI was 615%.

SStep 7tep 7 .. Calculate individual value of human capital.
The average increase in profits for each account manager was
$2,424.  The new individual human capital account for each was 
increased by this amount.
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